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Deadline for Submitting this Form is February 1, 2011 at 12pm (Pacific Standard Time)
Warning:  This form  requires Adobe Reader or Acrobat versions 9.0 and above - For help, please see our Tech FAQ page:
http://www.burningman.com/installations/art_tech_faq.html
 
ART GRANTS SUBMISSION FORM 2011
1,000 character limit
3,000 character limit
Project Overview
Budget 
Research your costs carefully and be as specific as possible. It is important to note Burning Man only partially funds art projects -- we 
rely on the artist having his/her community cover any gaps in funding. We help fund material and transportation costs, as well as some
 services like welding, etc. Do not list "contingency costs or "artist's fee" as we do not cover those expenses.  A detailed budget should 
be entered in the table below.  All dollar amounts should be in U.S. dollars.
  
If you need additional table rows, use the "add" button below the table.  Your "Total Estimated Cost" field below will be calculated from
the "Grand Total" field in the table.    If you already have an online spreadsheet, then you may instead paste a link to it in the box below.
 
For items where tax should not be calculated, please deduct the tax percentage from the line item amount.
Example: http://www.mysite.com/myimages/myOnlineSpreadsheet.xls
#
Item
Quantity
Cost
Total
Sub Total:
3,500 character limit
Black Rock Arts Foundation
Black Rock Arts Foundation is the non-profit branch of Burning Man that places art 
outside the playa. Do you envision your artwork potentially being placed in an urban 
setting after the Burning Man Event?
2,500 character limit
2,000 character limit
2,000 character limit
What is the height, length and width of your project?
3,000 character limit
1,500 character limit
Example: http://www.mysite.com/myimages/MyGrantProposalName_Image01.jpg
Link to a web page that lists all your images
Example: http://www.mysite.com/myimages/myListofAttachmentLinks.html
If you have a web page that contains links to your images, then copy and paste the image url for your web page into the "Web  link to your attachments page" 
box below.  Only paste one link into the box.
Tip: Be sure to test that your image links work before pasting them into the blanks below.  
Link to individual web images
Paste up to seven links to specific images into the "web image link" form blanks below. Acceptable formats limited to JPG (JPEG), GIF, 
and TIF.  Copy and paste your image links into the "web image link" boxes below. You are allowed to place a total of seven links, or 
one for each box below. Please include the name of your proposal in the name of each of your images!!
Web Image Attachments
Note:  If you are unable to provide links to images hosted on websites, you may also attach image files to your email. The total combined file size of all your attached 
images should not exceed 4MB.   Providing links to your online images is strongly preferred over attaching images to emails.
At least one image of your concept is mandatory. This can be a drawing, sketch, photo, etc. The image should give the grant 
committee a good sense of what your art project will be. Your web images should not exceed 4MB in file size for any given image. 
Please make sure to include the name of your proposal in the name of the image!!
Project Plan and Build Schedule
4,500 character limit
Do you have adequate crew to build, install, and clean-up your project already identified?
1,000 character limit
Stage	
Start Date
End Date
Note
PrePlaya Construction Schedule
1,000 character limit
On Playa Construction Schedule
Please describe the date you wish to arrive in Black Rock City and your planned construction schedule for on playa.  Optionally, you 
may use the calendar web-link field below to link to a calendar, or project plan, if you have one prepared to share.
 
Example: http://www.mysite.com/myimages/MYPROPOSALSNAME_CALENDAR.xls
Tip: Be sure to test your included link before copying it into this form.
Stage	
Start Date
End Date
Note
LEAVE NO TRACE PLANNING
2,000 character limit
 
A performance deposit will be withheld from your grant until after the event. Several steps must be taken in order to receive 
your deposit:
A ) You must check in at the ARTery. 
 
B ) Your artwork must be ready by 12pm on Sunday before the start of the event.  You must Leave No Trace. 
 
C ) You must check out at the ARTery before leaving the playa.  If your site is not clean, and/or if you do not complete the check in 
and checkout process, your deposit will be withheld.
A well thought out teardown, clean-up plan and schedule should be planned out before arriving on the playa. Please enter a brief 
description for how you are planning on leaving no trace below.    
Burning Artwork
3,500 character limit
Flame Effects? 
Does your proposed artwork utilize flame effects and/or pressurized gas to produce flames?    
Will you be utilizing fire within your artwork?  Please read the following Flame Classification 
Definitions carefully and choose the category that best describes the fire type your 
artwork utilizes.
3,500 character limit
Do you plan to use candles, torches, fire barrels, raised containers or other items that may be engulfed in flames?  
Open Fire
Submission Guidelines
SAVE THIS FORM to your computer's hard drive. You may send us your proposal by sending it as an attachment to 
artgrants@burningman.com. Your artwork title should be in the subject of your email.  If we successfully receive your email you will 
automatically be sent a confirmation email within 24 hours.  
 
Thank you for concepting art for Burning Man! We Look forward to reading your proposal! AFTER SAVING THIS FORM, you may print 
it to paper for reference using the button below.  USING THE PRINT BUTTON WILL NOT SAVE YOUR FORM.
Want to start over and wipe out all the data you've entered into this form?  You may click the red button below to clear and delete 
all the information you entered into this form.  Once you do so, you WILL NOT be able to recover your data.
 
NOTE :  ALL YOUR DATA WILL BE LOST!
Technical Survey
Which PDF software are you using to complete this form? 
 
Note, as stated in our FAQ (see link at bottom of page), Burning Man does not support Foxit Reader or Mac Preview.  We only support 
Adobe Reader and Acrobat/Acrobat Pro version 9.0 and above.   We only support Mac OSX, and Windows XP, Vista, and 7. 
Which operating system are you using to complete this form?
THANK YOU FOR SUBMITTING YOUR PROPOSAL!!!!
8.2.1.3158.1.475346.466429
http://forms.stefcameron.com/
Stefan Cameron
The Serpent Twins
2601 Adeline #133
Oakland
CA
94607
USA
Jon Sarriugarte , Kyrsten Mate
In 2007 Jon Sarriugarte and his wife Kyrsten founded the Boiler Bar Theater. They along with their Oilpunk group built an entire  theater piece that includes a turn of (the last century) oil boomtown bar, lounge, and stage; and then added a bevy of offbeat talent.  This entourage has taken the show on the road as far away as Texas. The Giant Iron Snail Car, The Golden Mean, was added in 2008. The Electrobite, a personnel transportation fossil, was built in 2009.  And the Golden Zeppelini a personal airship, was added in 2010.Jon formed the metal furniture company Form & Reform in 1987 and has years of fabrication and project build experience.  His modern metal fabrication is informed by the craftsmanship of ancient blacksmith techniques.Kyrsten is his co-conspirator and sound designer who has worked on Oscar winning films since 1992.The Boiler Bar crew has worked together over the last 4 years and built the Golden Mean Snail Car in just 3 months!
jon@formandreform.com
Dark and with the power of fire, the serpent Jormungand winds it way through the landscape. Bright and with the light of the earth, the Julunggul serpent slithers to meet with her dark twin. They both have a function within mythology. The earth was shaped by Julunggul, who later swallowed it and all it contains in a fit of anger; then regurgitated it to restore the earth as it was. She helps the denizens of the world by swallowing boys and spitting them out as men, completing their rite of passage. The world was encircled by the serpent biting his own tail, Jormungand, until he decided to destroy it. Man's champion, Thor, was the only one who could stop the serpent from ending everything with his fearsome anger seething in the depths of the ocean.The Jormungand (Midgard) and Julunggul (Rainbow) serpents sit between 2 worlds; the old world that needed and revered them and the present which has shunned such monsters as fears metamorphosed into mythical form. Our present world has left behind these harbingers of destruction and physical embodiments of “the ultimate task” (usually the task of slaying such beast) as so much fantasy. Much as a child puts away his imaginary playthings when he becomes an adult, the dreadful serpent that exists in so many of the world's cultures' myths has been put aside. All these now modern civilizations went through this same rite of passage; that of dismissing myth and legend to depend merely on science and fact. Our two serpents will render in metal and cast off materials these mythical beasts by using modern science; restoring ancient mythos to the Burning Man community.
1.
Jormungand (Midgard) and Julunggul (Rainbow) are fraternal twins in form and outline, but differ in materials and execution. Both have heads large enough to completely disguise the tow vehicles, so that all that the participants will see will be the serpents. Following will be a long line of barrels on wheeled axels that have a set of fins protruding from the top. Jormungand's barrels and body will be formed from blackened and patina rusted metal barrels that are plasma cut to form beautiful designs, his body cavities filled with fire to illuminate these at night. His head will likewise be made of blackened steel with large resin eyes shooting beams of light. Two gills/fins along his head complete his serpent-ness. A large split tail formed of the blackened steel is carried by the last barrel; it is holding illumination aloft. Julunggul has the same form or outline, but her tail and fins are formed with bright steel. Her barrels are white plastic that will be illuminated from within by  individually addressable RGB LEDs, allowing full color patterns to ripple the length of her body. Both serpents mouths will be open and necks craned to connote their awesome power and speed. The serpents will have a sound track that includes their ancient powerful calls. The mobile nature of this project is essential to its success as a serpent art piece. The driver will become in part a puppeteer, his or her quality of driving will lend aliveness and will accentuate the slithery nature of these beasts.
No
Cool neon (who we are working with) has a new individually addressable RGB LED light system.Both serpents will have LEDs in every barrel segment. This system is used in large screen displays and will allow us to make complex patterns ripple the length of the body.LEDs will also be used to splash light across the head & tail sections.Powerful LEDs will be used in the eyes of each dragon.
The serpents will above all be beautiful to look at day or night. During the day they can be admired for their workmanship and materials with no barrier between the work and the participants. At night, they will both glow in different ways – Jormungund with fire and LEDs and Julunggul with fully programmable RGB LEDs. Jormungand's tail will be filled with fire, creating a hearth for the citizens of Blackrock to gather around. He will also shoot fire from his nostrils/mouth. Julunggul's body will sparkle with patterns throughout the night. Along with this, they offer a kinetic aspect that can be rare in sculpture. The drivers of the serpents will be able to add another dimension of life to these pieces by acting almost as puppeteers, coaxing the serpentine movement from them. Both will have mythical haunting cries that they can ring out through the darkness. Both will be able to take a few participants on their backs for a slow ride through the inky night as every other barrel will have a seat.
The head is a 24 V electric tow tractor made by Taylor Dunn. Both heads and tails will be framed in steel and skinned in sheet metal and 55 gal drum skins.Each body segment is made from recycled 55 gal drums and scavenged plastic barrels. Fat turf tires will be used to make it possible to drive on most playa conditions. Frames will be professionally welded. Electrical systems, wiring, propane plumbing are all designed to be easily connected to the segment in front of it and built to withstand the rigors of the desert and BM participants. 
We will use one small 350 watt system for each dragon.Kyrsten will design unique calls for each dragon.
4 teams have been assembled for this build.Team one headed by Jon will build the heads and tails.Team two will tackle the barrel trailer frame segments.Team three will fit each barrel with lights, plumbing, & sound that team four completes.Team four will bench build wiring systems including lighting, charging, plumbing, & sound.Once all the fabrication is finished and painted these teams will merge and finalize the serpents.I have found on projects like these that sub systems such as wiring are best done on the bench in harnesses that are installed at the end of the project. This allows teams to work without tripping over each other.Jon has years of fabrication and project build experience on projects like this -- from his own projects to running a fabrication business to working with SRL.This crew has worked together over the last 4 years and built the Golden Mean Snail Car in just 3 months!Here are the Instructables outlining our build style:http://www.instructables.com/id/Snail-Art-Car-The-Golden-Mean/ http://www.instructables.com/id/The-Golden-Zeppelini-art-on-wheels/http://www.instructables.com/id/Electrobite-an-Electric-Wheelchair-Conversion/
2D artist: concept drawings, press, shop drawingsMetal fabricators: weld, plasma, fit up, jigs, finish, layout.Machinist: lathe, mill, drill pressBlacksmith: power hammer, handwork, pressElectrical: tow tractor, power systems for Taylor DunnLighting hardware: LEDs, wiring, Arduino control and custom boardsLighting software: Flash, DMX, Fire effects: plumbing, electrical controls and safetiesSound hardware: DMX, Arduino, Sound Special effects: protoolsElectrical: charging system engineer, Rigger and Drivers: load and deliver to BMDrivers: drive serpents, maintain safe forward motion, maintain charged stateAssistant: Assist in loading passengers, control lights & sound, maintain safety to the rear.
One day, two if we relax a bit on the way. I own a 12'crew cab box truck and a 20' lowboy trailer. Hoping to get it all in in one trip.
Our installation is mobile so we don't foresee leaving anything other then our tracks.
Head:This system is propane based, and consists of the following elements:Fuel tanks, plenum tanks (allows liquid propane to expand into gas), regulator, connecting hoses, pilot bowl/ring, and a manual on/off valve.Head Control and safety:Idle mode (4” open flame bowls) will give an indication to an active flame. A dedicated operator will be responsible for firing or allowing an individual to fire the flame balls via a valve. Fire bowls are close to ground level and we will work closely with BM to develop a safety plan for how and when these can be operated. The device has a shut off, and uses LP rated hoses and fittings.A fully charged CO2 extinguisher will be present at all times.Body:This system is propane based, and consists of the following elements:Fuel tank, regulator, connecting hoses, fire-ring, and a manual on/off valve. Housed in a barrel and tail.Body Control and safety:Open flame will give an indication to an active flame in the barrels and tail. A dedicated operator will be responsible for the size of the fire. We will work closely with BM to develop a safety plan for how and when these can be operated. These devices have a manual shut off, and use LP rated hoses and fittings.A fully charged CO2 extinguisher will be present at all times.Propane is to be supplied and paid for by Burning Man. We will also need access to the power grid to charge our beasts.
Yes
All burning is propane based and will be contained to the 55 gal barrels.
Yes
Adobe Reader, Acrobat, or Acrobat Pro Version 9.0 or Above
Windows XP, Vista, or 7
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